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This is the story of a search for a cortical map of auditory space. The search began with a study that was reported in the first
issue of The Journal of Neuroscience (Middlebrooks and Pettigrew, 1981). That paper described some unexpected features of
spatial sensitivity in the auditory cortex while failing to demonstrate the expected map. In the ensuing 40 years, we have
encountered the following: panoramic spatial coding by single neurons; a rich variety of response patterns that are unmasked
in the absence of general anesthesia; sharpening of spatial sensitivity when an animal is engaged in a listening task; and reor-
ganization of spatial sensitivity in the presence of competing sounds. We have not encountered a map, but not through lack
of trying. On the basis of years of negative results by our group and others, and positive results that are inconsistent with
static point-to-point topography, we are confident in concluding that there just ain’t no map. Instead, we have come to
appreciate the highly dynamic spatial properties of cortical neurons, which serve the needs of listeners in a changing sonic
environment.

Introduction
Maps are ubiquitous in the sensory cortex. Examples include
topographic representations of visual space in the visual cortex,
of the body surface in somatosensory cortex, and of sound fre-
quency in the auditory cortex. In hearing, location in space is a
prominent attribute of a sound source, and it seems reasonable
to search for point-to-point maps of the locations of sound sour-
ces in the world onto locations in the auditory cortex. In support
of that quest are observations that unilateral lesions or inactiva-
tion of auditory cortex can disrupt performance of operant tasks
requiring localization of contralateral sounds (Jenkins and
Merzenich, 1984; Malhotra et al., 2004), which demonstrate the
necessity of cortical function for spatial hearing. Also, auditory
space maps are found in subcortical structures (Knudsen and
Konishi, 1978; Middlebrooks and Knudsen, 1984), which dem-
onstrates the feasibility of topographic spatial representation in
the brain. Here, I describe a 40 year search for a cortical map of
auditory space that was begun with work that was reported in
the first issue of The Journal of Neuroscience.

A search for a cortical map of auditory space
My dissertation work in Michael Merzenich’s laboratory at the
University of California San Francisco involved the functional
organization of the auditory cortex with emphasis on binaural
hearing. Merzenich and others had demonstrated that one

dimension of the auditory cortex is devoted to a map of sound
frequency, corresponding to the frequency organization of the
cochlea (Merzenich et al., 1975). Early in my project, I showed in
cats that the cortical dimension perpendicular to the frequency
map (along isofrequency contours) contains repeating modules
of neurons showing either excitatory or inhibitory binaural inter-
actions (Middlebrooks et al., 1980; also described by Imig and
Adrian, 1977; Imig and Brugge, 1978). Auditory spatial sensitiv-
ity is derived primarily from binaural interactions. For that rea-
son, we began thinking of an auditory space map in the cortex.

Shortly before that time, Knudsen and Konishi (1978) at
Caltech had discovered a detailed auditory space map in the mid-
brain of the barn owl. They used an anechoic chamber that they
had equipped with a mechanism for varying the position of a
sound source around an animal. It seemed so obvious to me that
there must be a space map in the cat’s auditory cortex that I
hatched the idea of visiting Konishi’s laboratory and picking
what seemed like low-hanging fruit. I wrote to Konishi propos-
ing such a plan, and he generously agreed to let me test my hy-
pothesis in his laboratory. Key to his agreement, I think, was that
Jack Pettigrew was also on the faculty at Caltech at that time and
was interested in gaining more exposure to auditory neuro-
science. Pettigrew agreed to supervise me.

Pettigrew and I recorded from neurons in the primary audi-
tory cortex (area A1) of anesthetized cats. Our experimental
design involved first finding the characteristic frequency (CF) to
which each neuron was tuned. Pure tones at each neuron’s CF,
then, were used to delimit the spatial receptive field within which
a sound would elicit above-background activity of the neuron.
Sound levels generally were set to 10 dB above each neuron’s
threshold.

By analogy with the owl midbrain, we hypothesized that cort-
ical neurons in cats would have restricted receptive fields, and
that such fields would vary systematically as a function of cortical
location. Our results were quite contrary to the hypothesis.
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About half of the neurons that we encountered responded to
sounds presented from anywhere around the animal. We named
these omnidirectional neurons. Of the other half of neurons,
those with CFs ,12kHz had receptive fields bordered near the
frontal midline, with the field extending to behind the animal on
the contralateral side; those were named hemifield neurons (Fig.
1A). Location-sensitive neurons with CFs.12 kHz had more-re-
stricted receptive fields that were bordered entirely within the
frontal hemifield. In each cat, however, all such fields tended to
be located concentrically around what turned out to be the
acoustical axis of the contralateral external ear (the pinna). The
locations of those receptive fields varied among cats, probably
because of differences in positioning of the pinna, and the fields
could be shifted by physically moving the pinna. We named
these axial neurons (Fig. 1B). Notably, what we did not find was
a map of auditory space.

We prepared to write up the results. Pettigrew had gotten
wind of a new journal to be offered by the Society of
Neuroscience, and he urged me to submit the work there. I was
uneasy about taking a chance on the success of an unproven
journal. Pettigrew persisted. We submitted the manuscript to
The Journal of Neuroscience, and it was published in the first
issue (Middlebrooks and Pettigrew, 1981).

Our failure to find a space map in the auditory cortex was dis-
appointing to us and was not exactly cheered within the auditory
research community. At that time, most high-quality experimen-
tal designs called for resection of the external ear (the pinna) to
provide a well-calibrated path to the tympanic membrane. For
that reason, our use of a preparation with intact pinnae was
scorned by some, and our demonstration of axial units was
greeted as “just a pinna effect.” In the next few years, however,
many people grew to accept that the pinna is a critical compo-
nent of spatial hearing. That realization led to a brief flurry of
studies of directionality of the cat’s pinna (e.g., Middlebrooks
and Pettigrew, 1981; Phillips et al., 1982; Calford and Pettigrew,
1984; Middlebrooks and Knudsen, 1987; Musicant et al., 1990;
Rice et al., 1992).

In retrospect, there were a number of things that we could
have done better in our 1981 study had we given more thought
to known properties of spatial hearing. First, we used pure-tone
stimuli. That seemed to make sense for study of area A1, in
which neurons respond well to tones and show sharp frequency
tuning. Localization of pure tones in real-world situations, how-
ever, can be problematic because tones do not permit use of the
spectral-shape cues that are provided by the direction-dependent
interaction of broadband sound with the head and external ears
(e.g., Middlebrooks and Green, 1991). Broadband noise bursts

would have been a better choice. Second, we tested sounds pri-
marily at levels only 10 dB above each neuron’s threshold. We
did that because we found receptive fields to be more compact at
near-threshold sound levels. In human psychophysics, however,
localization is degraded at near-threshold levels, improving with
increasing sound level toward an asymptote at ;20 dB above
threshold and remaining accurate to at least 60dB above thresh-
old (e.g., Sabin et al., 2005). Our use of near-threshold sound lev-
els probably exaggerated the “pinna effect” seen in axial neurons.
Third, we defined a neuron’s receptive field as the entire region
within which a sound elicited any above-background response.
Later work has shown that, within such a receptive field, neural
spike rates vary widely. We should have quantified neural spike
rates within receptive fields.

Nine years passed. In 1990, two groups reported new studies
of spatial sensitivity in the cat auditory cortex (Imig et al., 1990;
Rajan et al., 1990a,b). Both groups used broadband noise bursts.
The noise bursts elicited a greater variety of spatial tuning than
we had observed using CF tones, but any particular neuron gen-
erally showed the same class of spatial tuning when tested with
tones or noise (Rajan et al., 1990b). The percentage of omnidir-
ectional neurons was lower than we observed. That almost cer-
tainly reflected the use of higher spike-rate criteria for defining
receptive fields in the later studies. Both groups studied the
effects of varying sound level. Generally, receptive fields tended
to increase in size with increasing sound level, as we had illus-
trated for two examples in our 1981 paper. The Imig group
found that neurons having nonmonotonic rate/level functions
were more likely to show spatially restricted receptive fields.
Both groups measured spike rates as a function of sound location
and showed that the locations that elicited peak activity varied
rather widely among neurons throughout the frontal half of
space. Consistent with our results, neurons having similar recep-
tive field types tended to cluster together in the cortex, and clus-
ters of a similar type could be found at multiple distinct sites

Figure 1. Spatial receptive fields. A, The receptive field of a hemifield neuron is repre-
sented by shading. The view is toward the cat, from 45° to the right of the frontal midline.
B, Receptive fields of 8 axial neurons recorded in 1 cat. The viewpoint is from the frontal
midline. Reprinted from Middlebrooks and Pettigrew (1981).

Figure 2. Location-specific temporal firing patterns of a cortical neuron. This raster plot
represents responses of a single neuron in the primary auditory cortex (area A1). Each hori-
zontal row of dots represents one train of action potentials. Responses varied in timing and
magnitude as a function of sound-source location in azimuth (shown on the vertical axis).
Eight trials are represented for each azimuth. Bottom, Bar represents the duration of the 100
ms broadband stimuli. Reprinted from Middlebrooks et al. (1998).
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along a particular isofrequency contour. Again, a cortical map of
auditory space was conspicuous by its absence.

Panoramic spatial coding
It was difficult to let go of the notion that there must be a cortical
space map. I assumed that we were missing it either by using the
wrong stimuli or by looking in the wrong place. In my first fac-
ulty position, I convinced myself and a National Institutes of
Health review panel that the key was to use broadband stimuli at
moderate sound levels and to explore cortical areas in which
neurons show broad frequency tuning: the second auditory field
(A2) and the anterior ectosylvian sulcus area. We soon found,
however, that nearly all units in those cortical fields responded
with at least 25% of their maximum rates for sound-source loca-
tions throughout 360° of azimuth (i.e., throughout the horizontal
dimension). That essentially doomed any notion of an auditory
space map based on tightly bordered receptive fields. Also, peaks
in plots of spike rate versus azimuth failed to show any consistent
trend as a function of position in the cortex.

We were intrigued by raster plots that showed temporal spike
patterns of single neurons elicited by various sound source loca-
tions; an example is shown in Figure 2. We had been represent-
ing neural responses by simple spike counts. Might we be
missing out on important stimulus-related information carried

by latencies and temporal density of neural spike patterns? We
adapted an artificial neural network to estimate the locations of
sound sources based on the location-dependent spike patterns of
single neurons. Figure 3 shows estimates of sound-source loca-
tions based on spike patterns of the neuron represented in Figure 2.
Location estimates tended to lie near the positive diagonal that indi-
cated correct location identification. Rather than signaling only that
a sound source was inside or outside of a particular best area (as in
a labeled line model), the spike patterns of this neuron could signal,
with more or less accuracy, locations throughout 360° of azimuth.
We referred to this as panoramic location coding (Middlebrooks et
al., 1994, 1998). Viewed in this way, the broad spatial tuning of

Figure 3. Estimates of sound-source locations based on spike patterns from the neuron
represented in Figure 2. The estimated locations (vertical axis) are plotted as a function of
actual stimulus locations (horizontal axis). Solid curve indicates the median estimate of each
source location. The estimates tend to cluster around the diagonal line with positive slope
that represents correct localization. Dotted lines indicate loci of correct front/back confusions.
Reprinted from Middlebrooks et al. (1998).

Figure 4. Location-specific response patterns in three task conditions. The three panels
represent responses of the same neuron in Idle (A), Periodicity (B), and Localization (C) task
conditions, as described in the text. Each panel plots mean spike rates as colors as a function
of time relative to stimulus onset (horizontal axis) and sound-source location in the horizon-
tal plane (vertical axis). Bottom, Narrow white bar represents the 80 ms duration of the
broadband stimulus. Contralateral and ipsilateral 90° locations were not tested. Reprinted
from Lee and Middlebrooks (2011).

Figure 5. Experimental setup for the spatial stream segregation psychophysical task
(Middlebrooks and Onsan, 2012). Top, Arc represents an array of loudspeakers positioned in
the horizontal plane. In each session, the target source was fixed at the listener’s 0° or right
40°, and the masker source varied in location from trial to trial. Rows of colored bars repre-
sent rhythmic sequences of 20-ms-duration noise bursts: red from the target and blue from
the competing masker. Each sequence of 8 target and masker bursts was repeated 4 times
continuously. The listener’s task on each trial was to report whether Rhythm 1 or Rhythm 2
was presented. That task was impossible when the target and masker source were co-
located; but with sufficient target-masker separation, the target sequence popped out and
the rhythm could be identified. Reprinted from Middlebrooks and Waters (2020).
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single neurons could be seen as a benefit rather than as a liability.
Neurons with such panoramic sensitivity were found throughout
the cortical areas that we studied. That means that the location of
any particular sound-source location is represented in a highly dis-
tributed code within and among cortical areas.

One lingering concern about our failure to observe a cortical
map of auditory space was that all of our experiments had been
conducted in conditions of general anesthesia. To address that issue,
we began recording chronically from awake cats in cortical area A1
(Mickey and Middlebrooks, 2003). The results obtained in awake
cats showed much more diverse spatial sensitivity than we had
observed in the anesthetized preparation. We quantified the spatial
tuning width of a neuron as the range of azimuths that elicited a
half-maximal spike rate. Such tuning widths in the awake prepara-
tion ranged from 30° to 360° (median 150°). Tuning widths gener-
ally were less sensitive to increases in sound level than observed in
anesthetized animals. As in the anesthetized condition, most neu-
rons carried location-related information in the timing of spike pat-
terns. Despite the differences in results obtained with or without
anesthesia, the results from awake cats supported our observations
of distributed representation of sound sources by panoramic

neurons and further refuted our hypothesis
that auditory space might be represented by
a map in the auditory cortex.

Rate coding and an opponent channel
model
The representation of sound-source loca-
tions by spike patterns that we observed can
be thought of as a form of rate coding, gen-
eralized in our case by inclusion of temporal
information. We and other groups have
expanded on rate codes to involve the dis-
tribution of spike rates among populations
of individual neurons or the summed activ-
ity within neural populations.

We estimated sound-source locations
based on spike patterns drawn randomly
from ensembles of neurons recorded
from area A2 in anesthetized cats.
Populations as large as 128 neurons
yielded localization accuracy closely
matching that of psychophysical sound
localization by cats (May and Huang,
1996; Furukawa et al., 2000). Miller and
Recanzone (2009) estimated sound loca-
tions based on firing rates of ensembles of
128 neurons in several cortical areas in
alert macaques. Their results showed that
near-midline locations are coded most
accurately by neurons in area R and that
far-contralateral and rear locations are
coded most accurately by neurons in area
CL. Werner-Reiss and Groh (2008)
emphasized the monotonic increase in
spike rate associated with increasing stimu-
lus contralaterality in macaque auditory
cortex and concluded that the “representa-
tional format” for sound-source location is
a monotonic rate-versus-laterality code.
Somewhat surprisingly, the summed popu-
lation response in that study varied by only
;8% across all frontal sound locations.

In anesthetized cats, the majority of spatially sensitive cortical
neurons respond maximally to far contralateral locations, mean-
ing that the function of spike rate versus sound-source location
is steepest for near-midline locations. We tested an opponent-
channel model in which sound-source locations were computed
from the difference in total spike rates between contralaterally
and ipsilaterally tuned populations of neurons (Stecker et al.,
2005). That computation was quite successful in identifying the
locations of sound sources within 20° of the midline, although
accuracy fell off rapidly for more eccentric locations. That the
computation was based on the difference in activity between two
neural populations made it fairly stable across changing sound
levels.

The opponent-channel model has gained some favor in
the literature, particularly in studies that provide little (e.g.,
electroencephalography) or no (psychophysics) resolution of
brain anatomy (e.g., Phillips and Hall, 2005; Briley et al.,
2013). Models that add a third, midline, channel are even
more successful than the two-channel model (Dingle et al.,
2010; Briley et al., 2016).

Figure 6. Post-stimulus time histograms representing mean spike counts synchronized to trains of 5 ms noise bursts. A, C,
E, Green bars represent responses to a single source at ipsilateral 40°, 0°, or contralateral 40°, respectively, presented at a
rate of 2.5/s. B, D, F, Responses synchronized to the target (red) fixed at 0° and to the masker (blue) that was located at the
three indicated directions. The aggregate rate of target and masker bursts in this example was 5/s. Reprinted from
Middlebrooks and Bremen (2013).
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In my present understanding, a
two- or three-channel representation of
sound-source location greatly devalues
the wealth of information that is carried
by the varied spatial tuning of single neu-
rons. Another limitation of such few-
channel representations is that they rely
on the balance of activity between a large
population of contralaterally tuned
neurons and a much smaller popula-
tion of ipsilaterally tuned neurons
within each cortical hemisphere; com-
parisons between cortical hemispheres
cannot account for the observation
that unilateral cortical inactivation
results in only a contralateral localiza-
tion deficit (Malhotra et al., 2004).
Also, opponent models produce high
acuity for near-midline sounds, but
markedly degraded acuity for lateral
locations, much more so than is
observed psychophysically (e.g., Makous
and Middlebrooks, 1990). Finally, it is dif-
ficult to reconcile a few-channel model
with the cortical dynamics that are
described in the next two sections.

Spatial sensitivity modulated by task engagement
Our earlier studies treated auditory spatial representation as
static, with little or no influence of the behavioral state of the ani-
mal. Mickey and Middlebrooks (2003) observed some task de-
pendence of responses in a small minority of neurons, but that
was not a major focus of that study. We returned to the issue of
task engagement (Lee and Middlebrooks, 2011, 2013). Cats were
trained to initiate a trial by pressing and holding a pedal, which
triggered a sequence of brief noise bursts from varying azimuths
in the horizontal plan. The cat was rewarded for releasing the
pedal when it heard a target sound. The target sound was a click
train, in the Periodicity task, or a noise burst from a high eleva-
tion, in the Localization task. Cortical responses were compared
across Periodicity, Localization, and off-task, Idle conditions.

Nearly half of neurons studied in area A1 sharpened their
spatial tuning significantly when cats were engaged in the
Periodicity task, and a smaller percentage showed further sharp-
ening during the Localization compared with the Periodicity
condition (Lee and Middlebrooks, 2011). An example of the
most common pattern is shown in Figure 4. In the Idle condi-
tion, that neuron responded to the onset of the sound regardless
of its location. The receptive field contracted to near-frontal and
contralateral locations during the Periodicity task and sharpened
further in the Localization task. The sharpening of tuning was
accomplished by increased suppression in nonpreferred (typi-
cally, ipsilateral) sound locations, not by facilitation in preferred
areas.

We compared the effects of task engagement on spatial sensitiv-
ity among neurons in area A1, the dorsal zone (DZ), and the poste-
rior auditory field (PAF) (Lee and Middlebrooks, 2013), all of
which are necessary for normal localization behavior (Malhotra et
al., 2004, 2008). Approximately 30% of neurons in DZ and PAF
showed a long-latency response that was more location-sensitive
than the onset response. In PAF, the long-latency location-sensitive
response tended to increase in magnitude during task performance.
Areas DZ and PAF differed markedly from each in regard to rate

coding by ensembles of 16 neurons. Area DZ showed accuracy
approaching that of behaving cats for locations near the frontal
midline. Location sensitivity of PAF units was essentially orthogonal
to that of DZ, with greatest accuracy for extreme lateral locations. In
both areas, estimates were most accurate in on-task conditions.

The studies in behaving cats demonstrated that spatial
tuning of neurons could sharpen when the cat was engaged
in a listening task, particularly when the task required local-
ization. Nevertheless, there still was no evidence for spatial
topography. Indeed, the demonstration that the spatial tun-
ing of neurons was so dynamic argued against the notion of a
static cortical space map.

Spatial stream segregation
An important function of spatial hearing is to aid in hearing out
signals amid competing sounds. That is, spatial separation of tar-
get and masking sound sources can produce spatial release from
masking. All along, I had thought that study of sound localiza-
tion would teach me something about spatial release from mask-
ing. Eventually, I got around to studying spatial release directly. I
soon learned that there are many situations in which spatial
hearing provides relatively little release from masking, particu-
larly in cases of energetic masking in which there is substantial
overlap in the spectra and timing of the target and masker(s).
Spatial hearing turns out to be quite important, however, in sit-
uations in which a listener must disentangle temporally inter-
leaved sequences of sounds from multiple sources, as when a
sequence of syllables from one talker must be disentangled from
a sequence of syllables from a second talker. That is a problem of
spatial stream segregation.

We began our study of the brain mechanisms of spatial
stream segregation with psychophysics. Human listeners identi-
fied target sequences of broadband noise bursts having one of
two rhythms, as represented by the red bars in Figure 5.
Identification of Rhythm 1 versus Rhythm 2 was easy when the
target sounds were presented alone but became challenging
when noise bursts from another source were interleaved in time,
as represented by the blue bars. By design, discrimination of the

Figure 7. Two measures of spatial tuning measured from spikes synchronized to sequences of noise bursts from a single
source (horizontal axis) or to sequences from a source that was varied in location in the presence of a competing source fixed
in location (vertical axis). Each symbol represents data from a single neuron. A, Equivalent rectangular receptive field (ERRF)
is a measure of the width of spatial tuning of a neuron. Nearly all the symbols lie below the positive diagonal, indicating
that tuning sharpened in the presence of a competing sound. B, Modulation depth is the percentage range in mean spike
rate resulting from variation in sound-source location. Nearly all the symbols lie above the diagonal, indicating that location-
dependent modulation of spike rates increased in the presence of a competing sound. Reprinted from Middlebrooks and
Bremen (2013).
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rhythms was impossible when the target and masker sources
were co-located. When target and masker sources were separated
in space, however, sequences were heard as distinct streams, and
the target rhythm could be recognized. Human listeners could
do the task with a target-masker separation as narrow as 8° in
azimuth (Middlebrooks and Onsan, 2012). In a feline version of
the task, cats exhibited thresholds at ;10°, nearly as acute as
humans (Javier et al., 2016).

We sought a cortical mechanism for spatial stream segrega-
tion. Our previous measures of spatial receptive fields gave us
no reason to expect spatial resolution in the cortex anything
like what we had observed in the psychophysical experi-
ments. Nevertheless, we tested neurons in area A1 in anes-
thetized cats with interleaved sequences of noise bursts
from paired source locations, similar to the stream segrega-
tion stimuli (Middlebrooks and Bremen, 2013). We were
delighted to discover responses like those represented in
Figure 6. The left column of post-stimulus time histograms
shows the responses of a single neuron in area A1 synchron-
ized to sequences of 5 ms noise bursts. The neuron showed
essentially no selectivity among source locations at ipsilateral
40°, 0°, or contralateral 40° (Fig. 6A, C, E, respectively).
Prominent spatial sensitivity appeared, however, when an
interleaved sequence of sound bursts was added, represented
in the right column of histograms. Here, the red bars repre-
sent responses synchronized to a target source fixed at 0°,
and the blue bars represent responses to a masker source at
ipsilateral 40°, 0°, or contralateral 40° (Fig. 6B, D, F, respec-
tively). When target and masker sources were co-located at
0° (Fig. 6D), addition of the masker tended to suppress the
ongoing response to both target and masker. When the
masker source was moved to ipsilateral 40°, however, sup-
pression of the response to the target (red bars) was released
and the response to the masker (blue bars) was further sup-
pressed (Fig. 6B). Conversely, when the masker source was
moved to contralateral 40° (Fig. 6F), the masker captured the
response of the neuron and the response to the target was
suppressed. Neurons that synchronized preferentially to the
more contralateral of a pair of sound sources (e.g., the exam-
ple in Fig. 6) tended to form cortical modules distinct from
those that favored the more ipsilateral source.

Addition of a competing sound source clearly sharpened the
stimulus-synchronized spatial sensitivity of the neuron repre-
sented in Figure 6, and that was a common finding among the
neurons that we studied in area A1. Figure 7 plots two measures
of spatial sensitivity for responses synchronized to a single sound
source varying in location (horizontal axis) versus the same vary-
ing source in the presence of a competing sound fixed in location
(vertical axis). The addition of a competing source consistently
narrowed equivalent rectangular receptive fields (Fig. 7A) and
deepened the range over which a neuron’s spike rate varied as a
function of sound-source location (modulation depth; Fig. 7B).
This mutability in spatial sensitivity seemingly would aid in seg-
regation of competing sound sequences while likely disrupting a
labeled-line representation of source locations.

Conclusion
After 40 years of searching for a map of auditory space, I must
concede failure to find such a map in the cat’s auditory cortex.
The cat is not alone in lacking a cortical space map. Studies of
ferrets (e.g., King et al., 2007) and nonhuman primates (e.g.,
Woods et al., 2006; Remington and Wang, 2019) have shown a
wide variety in the spatial tuning of cortical neurons,

including very broad tuning, tuning that favors the frontal
midline, and a remarkable percentage of neurons tuned to
locations well above or below the horizontal plane or behind
the animal. Nevertheless, those studies are unanimous in
failing to show a spatial topography.

Neural topography of auditory space clearly is feasible.
Auditory space maps in the avian optic tectum and mammalian
superior colliculus coincide with topographic visual representa-
tions (barn owl: Knudsen, 1982; guinea pig: King and Palmer,
1983; cat: Middlebrooks and Knudsen, 1984; ferret: King and
Hutching, 1987; monkey: Jay and Sparks, 1987). Those structures
are important for directing head and eye movements to acoustic
and other targets, and apparently those functions manifest as
spatial topography. In contrast, the auditory cortex is essential
for operant sound localization tasks, such as walking to or point-
ing at a remembered source location (Zatorre and Penhune,
2001; Malhotra et al., 2004). Those functions might be enhanced
by a distributed representation that can adapt to varying task
demands or ambient sounds. Notably, area anterior ectosylvian
sulcus of the cat auditory cortex projects to the space-mapped
superior colliculus (Meredith and Clemo, 1989), and auditory
cortical projections in macaque translate to oculomotor coordi-
nates in the posterior parietal cortex (Stricanne et al., 1996).
Those observations indicate that non–space-mapped auditory
cortex can conform to space-mapped coordinates when that is
what is called for.

We have described a putative cortical substrate of one spatial-
hearing task, spatial stream segregation, which does not require
explicit localization of sound sources, and there likely are others.
Nevertheless, we cannot ignore the role of auditory cortex in
overt localization tasks, and we would like to understand how
that works. The absence of an auditory cortical space map pre-
cludes classes of experiments in which focal cortical stimulation
might elicit a localized percept or movement or a focal inactiva-
tion might disrupt response to a sound in a particular region. I
look forward to a new generation of approaches for probing a
distributed code for sound-source locations. I would like to
understand how the code is read out and integrated with other
sensory and motor modalities for spatial perception and
behavior.

Despite failing to find a space map in the auditory cortex, we
have observed dynamic cortical mechanisms for spatial hearing
that can adapt to a listener’s needs for spatial hearing in a com-
plex auditory scene. Single cortical neurons can signal the loca-
tions of sound sources panoramically, with small ensembles of as
few as 16 neurons identifying sound-source locations with accu-
racy comparable to that of behaving cats. Spatial sensitivity of
neurons is quite broad when an animal is idle, but spatial sensi-
tivity sharpens rapidly when an animal is required to listen to
sounds, particularly when it is required to localize. Confronted
with sequences of sounds from sources separated by as little as
10°, a single neuron can synchronize selectively to one or the
other of the sources. These mechanisms, even in a low-level cort-
ical area, such as A1, provide us with valuable spatial functions
for finding our way in the auditory world.
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